


Enable your users to create and edit data in the familiar 
spreadsheets they use every day. Fusion Excel Connect from 
Datel takes a fresh look at data entry into Sage 200cloud, 
Sage 1000 and Sage Enterprise Management. It makes the 
routine entry of account data, sales orders, purchases and 
stock quick and efficient.

Fusion Excel Connect allows users, especially those in finance, to 
manipulate their data first in the familiar environment of Microsoft Excel 
and then post it directly into Sage without any rekeying.

Instant feedback indicates whether this has been done correctly, enabling 
users who are not necessarily experienced in Sage the ability to confidently 
enter data into the system. Users can also browse data from Sage, such as 
nominal codes, costs centres and departments, and select and drop it into 
Microsoft Excel.
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Supporting remote working
Users needing to work away from the office can synchronise all browses into 
a sheet and build journals offline, saving them to the local machine, ready for 
posting back into Sage once the user is reconnected to the network.

A modular approach

Fusion Excel Connect is modular: purchase only the sheets that you need now, 
and if you wish add more over time.
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Administrator-defined mappings
Administrators are able to control what users can see and do in an easy to use 
environment. They are responsible for creating the sheet, selecting a range of 
cells in Microsoft Excel and associating them with fields in Sage.

Fusion Excel Connect has the intelligence to validate the design to ensure the 
correct fields have been mapped before it is published to users. Administrators 
can also define browses to live Sage data and create their own fixed lists of 
values, restricting what users can browse on. So for example, users can be 
limited to certain VAT codes, cost centres or a range of nominal codes.
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Plug-ins Available

A large variety of plug-ins are available for Sage 200cloud, Sage 1000 
and Sage Enterprise Management. Including:

For Sage 200cloud

 General Ledger journal

 Cash reciepts

 Cash payments

 Sales Ledger invoice

Sage Enterprise Management

 General Ledger journal

 General Ledger budgets

 Supplier BP invoice

 Intercompany Journals

Many more are available,
for a full list of sheets 
please contact your
Account Manager.

For Sage 1000

 General Ledger journal creation

 Customer creation

 Sales Order creation

 Purchase Order creation



To discuss how Fusion Excel Connect can deliver for 
your business call 0800 0775 888 or speak with your 
Datel Account Manager.
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